A discussion is given of the gravitational anomalies that arise from coupling Weyl spinors to gravity, treating the metric, the soldering form, and the connection as independent dynamical variables. This system is strictly analogous to Weyl spinors coupled to Yang-Mills fields and a nonlinear sigma model. The larger gauge group of this formulation is seen to lie at the root of the equivalence between Einstein and Lorentz anomalies.
INTRODUCTION
General relativity is usually studied in the metric formulation, in which the fundamental dynamical variable is the Riemannian structure g~. For some purposes, (in particular to define spinors) it is necessary to go over to the n-bein formulation, in which the fundamental dynamical variable is the soldering form 0-~. Here, 0 is regarded as an isomorphism from the tangent bundle TM, with coordinate bases {0~}, to an "internal" vector bundle ~with fibers ~ n, n = dim M, and bases {~,~} orthonormal with respect to a fixed fiber metric. The soldering form 0 can be used to pull back the fiber metric in ~ to TM:
Conversely, the Riemannian structure g determines the soldering form ff up to a local O(n) gauge transformation. Therefore, when we go from the metric to the n-bein formulation, in order not to introduce new physical degrees of freedom, we have to enlarge the original gauge group Diff M to the group Aut~ of orthogonal automorphisms of ( (covering arbitrary diffeomorphisms of M). For reasons that have been discussed elsewhere (Percacci, 1982 (Percacci, , 1984 , it is convenient to go one step further and to treat tCenter for Theoretical Physics, Laboratory for Nuclear Science and Department of Physics, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139. 2On leave of absence from SISSA, Trieste, Italy. 493 0020-7748/86/0500-0493505.00/0 • 1986 Plenum Publishing Corporation the soldering form and the metric as independent dynamical variables and at the same time enlarge the gauge group so that this new formulation is equivalent to the old. This has also been discussed by Komar (1985) based on completely different motivations. For notational reasons, let us call the vector bundle that was previously called ~ and let {e,} be local bases in r we reserve the barred indices for orthonormal frames, to be introduced below. In the new formulation, the fiber metric in ~ is no ~onger fixed, but is a dynamical variable ~c,~, (a set of scalars under coordinate transformations), along with the soldering form 0%,. We can again pull back the fiber metric of r by means of 0 to get a Riemannian structure on M:
Notice that now it is no longer possible to identify the soldering form with the n-bein of g. In this formulation, the gauge group is Aut~L(")r We can m m fix the GL(n) gauge in such a way that either 0 ~ = 6 ~, thus recovering the original metric formulation, or ~:,~, = 3,,,, thus recovering the n-bein formulation (Percacci, 1982 (Percacci, , 1984 . This generalized formulation is again unsuitable for the treatment of spinors, because spinors are only defined for the orthogonal groups. Therefore, if we want to couple spinors to gravity and at the same time preserve the full Aut~L("~r gauge group, it is necessary to define n-beins for the fiber metric K. Just as we regarded the n-bein for g as an isomorphism of TM to ~ so we will regard the n-bein for K as an isomorphism z of ~ to another vector bundle ~ with a fixed fiber metric and orthonormal bases {~,~}. Then K is the pullback of this fixed fiber metric by r:
If we define the vector-bundle isomorphism O from TM to (by composing T with 0:
then, from equations (2) and (3), equation (1) follows again. The gauge group will now consist, roughly speaking, of O (n) Yang-Mills type transformations acting on the barred Latin indices, GL(n) Yang-Mills type transformations acting on the unbarred Latin indices, and diffeomorphisms acting on the Greek indices. I describe this gauge group more precisely in Section 2. In Section 3 I discuss the anomalies for a system consisting of a G Yang-Mills field coupled to a G/H nonlinear sigma model. This system is very closely related to theories of gravity and it will be seen that the properties of its anomalies are shared by gravitational anomalies. In Section 4 I first review the classical Dirae equation and its currents in a background gravitational field with torsion. It will be seen that the
